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Michaela Gleave' s small piles of glitter sit inconspicuously still on the gallery 
floor; as motor sounds infiltrate the space, blue hoses shake in their congruity and 
emit mists of silver sparkle, then, like a factory line, rest before another surge of 
pulses delivers more glorious glitter. Light as a breath, this translucent matter 
barely makes itself present, only occasionally catching streams of light within the 
space as it falls. Flying through the air, the silver slowly piles up into dunes; their 
luminosity and organically formed shapes contrast with the engineering precision 
of the contraption that produces them. Yet despite its seeming precariousness, 
the glitter eventually multiplies, invading every crevice and resting on every 
surface, weighing down and anchoring itself into the space – as well as to the 
mechanism that delivers it – like a living organism persistent in its desire to stay 
alive, exist, be. 
 
More ominously, the glitter machine appears to have fused with the space: the 
chorus of hoses (some protruding from the wall), compressors, cables, fittings and 
brackets resemble an organically formed mechanical system that has evolved with 
and into the space. Like a belly of a fantasy spaceship, the gallery becomes a 
contained system of automated labour where glitter is both the fuel and the waste. 
 
Seemingly producing and endlessly emitting the silver sparkles, this self-



perpetuating environment is a new addition to Michaela Gleave’s fascination with 
the relationship between time and action; controlled and uncontrolled aesthetics; 
and the ephemeral nature of installation and its prevailing effect on the viewer. 
Constructing machines, apparatuses and contraptions using motors, hoses and 
industrial fittings, Gleave’s environments become prototype laboratories where 
action, aesthetics, design and technical prowess come together. Evocative of the 
early Soviet Theatre of Attractions where the mechanics, movements and complex 
sets were devised for shock value in order to challenge the public instead of 
merely entertaining them, Gleave’ s constructions produce unquantifiable 
elements. Fog, snow, cloud, rain or, in this instance, glitter are presented to us in 
immersive and surprising settings. 
 
Importantly though, unlike their theatrical counterpart, Gleave’s sets don’t seek to 
defamiliarise the familiar but instead allow us to become personally intimate with 
these otherwise inaccessible phenomena. Our experience of the work, seeing, 
hearing and perhaps touching these elements, is central to her exploration of the 
effects of joy, excitement, intrigue and pleasure that we experience, but don’t 
admit to enough, as art audiences. The artist draws the viewer closer to a sense of 
deep reverie and awe by placing us in close proximity to these distilled elements 
and thus discreetly tempering with our sense of perception and emotional 
response to the spaces we find ourselves in. 
 
Persistent Optimism turns in on the space that it occupies, simultaneously defining 
and restricting it, expanding and limiting it. It seeks to transport us into a state of 
joy and silly laughter in the presence of copious glitter that is ultimately impossible 
to control. Despite being swept up, disposed of and its mechanism dismantled, 
the glitter will continue its futile optimism, unavoidably attaching itself to clothes 
and hair of its audience and thus be transported, in minute quantities, across time 
and space, determined to continue its existence eternally.  
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